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Abstract: Sinology, as far as textual criticism is concerned, is still in its infancy
compared with, e. g., New Testament, classical Greek or European medieval
studies. Whereas virtually every ancient Greek, old English, or early German

text - to name but a few - has been the subject of text critical scrutiny, in

many cases even since Renaissance times, the same does not hold true for
Chinese works. In the absence of early manuscripts they could themselves base

upon, modem editions of classical Chinese texts usually take as their starting

point the earliest extant printed versions which quite often date from Song times

and are thus separated by many centuries from the no longer available originals.
However, quite often testimonies of ancient texts exist as quotations in works that

considerably predate the first printed versions of the texts in question. In view of
this fact, virtually every classical Chinese text needs to be systematically
reexamined and critically edited by taking into account every available explicit as

well as implicit quotation.
As the received version of the Zhuang zi (Master Zhuang), a text

whose origins may lie in the third century BCE, ultimately goes back to Guo

Xiang's MM- (ob. 312) editorial activities and as Ge Hong (283-343) was

an author active at about the same time, there is a chance that a pre-Guo Xiang
version may have been available to him. Therefore, as a case study, this paper
examines the explicit as well as implicit Zhuang zi quotations to be found
within Ge Hong's works, in order to examine this possibility.

Keywords: Zhuangzi, Ge Hong, textual history, lost chapters

1 Introduction

The most serious problem concerning the Zhuang zi consists in the fact that we
do not know how the original text might have looked like.1 The earliest
testimonies date to around 240 BCE. For the first time explicitly quoted in Lü Buwei's

1 Bumbacher 2016.
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(ob. 235 BCE) Iii shi chun qiu S (Spring and Autumn [Annals] of
Mister Lü) of ca. 239 BCE, the Zhuang zi is criticised - together with eleven other

philosophers - at about the same time in Xun Qing's ün# (ca. 335-ca. 238 BCE)

Xun zi üjrf (Master Xun). It is also explicitly quoted in the Han fei zi

(Master Hanfei) whose author passed away in 233 BCE. This means that a text
entitled Zhuang zi was likely to have been in existence around 240 BCE at the

latest.

By the time Sima Qian w]J§S (145-ca. 86 BCE) compiled his Shi ji jfefö
(Records of the Astrologer), around 100 BCE, the Zhuang zi consisted of "chapters"
(pian H, bundles of bamboo slips) with individual titles - some of them are

mentioned by Sima Qian2 - and comprised "more than 100.000 words", which

means that the text Zhuang zi by that time had a well-defined length and an
internal structure.

During the reign of Han Emperor Chengdi f-Silr (r. 33-7 BCE), either Liu
Xiang (§( [r] 79-8 BCE) or his son Liu Xin (I'Jtfc, ob. 23 CE) collated all
available versions of the text and produced a "standardized" (ding IeO

edition which was stored in the imperial library. It was accompanied by
the editors' memorial to the throne, presenting details about the editorial
work. A fragment of the Zhuang zi memorial could be identified.3 This

imperial edition as it were consisted in fifty-two pian or bundles and is

listed in the bibliography of the palace library as reproduced in the Han shu

We know the names of several persons who, during the Han and the

subsequent Western Jin dynasties, added their comments to this edition. Sima

Biao w]J§Jn£ (240-306), Director of the Palace Library (bi shujian îibUËi) of the

Jin, must have had access to the books which the Jin imperial library had
inherited from the Han imperial library. His commented version of the Zhuang
zi in all likelihood was based on Liu Xiang's recension. Sima's text was arranged
in seven "inner" (nei |4j), twenty-eight "outer" (wai ^b), fourteen "mixed" (za It)
chapters and three interpretative essays (jie shuo MÎ&). We can infer from this
that the tripartite division of the Zhuang zi may already have been Liu Xiang's
arrangement.

2 These are the "Weilei xu" HHiÈ (The Wilds of Weilei), "Gengsang (zi) [Chu]" 7C[Ät]#(TQ[/t]
(Master Gengsang), "Yu fu" (The Fisherman), "Dao Zhi" (Robber Zhi), "Qu qie" Hift (Rifling
Trunks), of which the former does not occur in the textus receptus.
3 Bumbacher 2016: 649.

4 Han shu 30: 1730.
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It is essential for our purposes that both this fifty-two chapter edition
with Sima's commentary and the Liu Xiang/Liu Xin memorial survived well
into the Tang dynasty. Lu Deming |Ü!Ü^ (556-627) has had access to them
and used them for his Jing dian shi wen (Explained Texts of the

Classics) of ca. 625.

Unfortunately, early in the fourth century CE a certain Guo Xiang MM-

(ob. 312) shortened the text by about a third, from 52 to 33 chapters and from

perhaps 100.000 words (according to Sima Qian's Shi ji) to its present 63.000
odd words.5 Guo's report on his activity is still extant as his foreword and
attached to the "Tian xia" chapter in the Zhuang zi manuscript treasured in
the Kôzanji (Temple) in Kyoto, Japan.6 An excerpt is also to be found
in Lu Deming's Jing dian shi wen "xu lu".7 The important sentences read as

follows:

[...] Thus, I have endeavoured to take from this writing only what is far-penetrating and

serves to preserve the main body [of Master Zhuang's thought]. The result is a work of
thirty-three bundles [....].8

Guo Xiang must have reorganized at least parts of the text since some passages
of the Zhuang zi which early sources located in the "outer chapters" are now to

be found in the "inner chapters" and vice versa; some chapters or bundles he

separated, and originally separated bundles he united.9

Certainly, Guo's text now looks more philosophic than the lost pre-Guo

Xiang versions would have. To his abridged version he added his own comment.

It is this Guo Xiang version which eventually became the preferred one; Lu

Deming, e. g., used it as his basic text. After the Tang dynasty, the Guo Xiang
version was the only one that survived and it is the one on which all modern

editions are based. However, it is important to notice that the "long version" of
52 chapters was still extant, alongside the Guo Xiang redaction, during the Tang

dynasty.

5 This means that what is now missing are about 37.000 words or more than seven times the

size of the Dao de jing.
6 Chinese text in Teraoka 1966: 216.

7 Jing dian shi wen 1: 33b.

8 A full translation is provided by Rand 1983: 12, slightly modified by Bumbacher 2016:

655-656. For a different translation see Knaul 1982.

9 Wang 1994, 3: 1434-1437; Knaul 1982: 72.
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2 Research strategy

It may be suitable to follow two different yet complementary strategies in order to

identify lost parts of the Zhuang zi and to try to reconstruct its early versions. One

consists of a systematic investigation of all extant Chinese texts of pre-Han and

Western Han origins. This may eventually lead to sort of a (partial) reconstruction
of the pre-Liu Xiang text(s).

The second strategy concentrates on texts composed during the Later Han

and subsequent dynasties which were largely neglected by Chinese scholars

searching for lost parts of the Zhuang zi, such as Wang Yinglin ZEjfeit of the

Song dynasty, Ma Xulun HlXflt or Wang Shumin BEi&iliR who have mainly
based themselves on explicit quotations mostly to be found in "encyclopedias"
{lei shu HH). Systematic investigation of this literature may help to reconstruct
the pre-Guo Xiang text.

3 Ge Hong

One author whose works may be interesting in this respect is Ge Hong
(283-343). Born into a family of officials who for generations served the imperial
administration, Ge at an early age and during five years studied various Daoist
works as a disciple of Zheng Yin JPl (ca. 215-ca. 302). Later he accepted several

secular positions before studying under Bao Jing t&f! (?-ca. 330) whose son-in-

law he became. He returned to his native town Jurong (Jiangsu) in 314 to

complete his Bao pu zi (Master Who Embraces Simplicity) in 317, the

Daoist part or "inner chapters" (nez pian fàH) of which he revised around 335.10

The main part of the book consists of Ge Hong's "theory" of immortality. The

point of departure is an anonymous critic asking: hf#-?-? ("Is it
really possible to believe that divine immortals don't die?"). Ge Hong alias

Baopuzi then offers a whole series of arguments not only proving that immortals
indeed do exist but also describing the methods by means of which - under
certain circumstances - everybody can achieve immortality. In the end the critic,

10 Ge Hong's autobiography appears in Bao pu zi wai pian 50, translated by Ware 1966: 6-21

and Sailey 1978: 242-272; his official biography is in Jin shu 72.
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previously bound to Confucianism, comes to believe in immortality, too, and
asks for a list of relevant Daoist writings.11

The Lives collected in his Shen xian zhuan tt'flll# (Traditions of Divine

Immortals) serve to provide his "evidence" of the existence of immortals.
While in the 1980s some scholars still had questioned Ge's authorship, it can

now be considered attested.12 Unfortunately, this text has not come down to us
in its original form, as it was lost already during the Song dynasty. The currently
available editions are all rifacimenti of Ming times and later. What still survives
of the original work is an abridged version in the Daoist collection Yun ji qi qian

II (Seven Labels of the Bookcase from the Clouds) of before 1025 CE. In
addition, quite a series of lengthy quotations survive in the Tai ping guang ji

(Extensive Records of the Great Peace [Reign Period], presented to the

emperor in 978), besides a number of short quotations preserved in various other
lei shu.13 However, even the "long versions" in Yun ji qi qian and Tai ping guang

ji are not transmitted in their original length as the texts of early Shen xian zhuan

quotations to be found in sources of the early fifth to the early sixth century
occasionally preserve passages that are no longer extant in the "long"
versions.14

4 The five Ways of the robbers

That Ge Hong has had a version of the Zhuang zi text at his disposal (or knew

it by heart) is evident from the explicit quotation15 in his Bao pu zi nei pian
as well as his several implicit Zhuang zi quotations in the Shen

xian zhuan. The explicit quotation in Bao pu zi nei pian reads:

MIÀilïS. £jftïïû*nÀÏMM, i§ik;

Zhuang Zhou says: "Robbers have five of the Ways of sage people. That while thinking
extravagantly they know people's hoards: [this] is intelligence; that while being the first in
entering [the homes of others] they do not hesitate: [this] is bravery; that while being the

last in leaving [these homes] they are not afraid, [this] is righteousness; that they know the

11 Bao pu zi nei pian 19: 331; translated by Ware 1966: 309-310.
12 Bumbacher 2000b and Campany 2002.

13 Bumbacher 2000b: 745-770, Campany 2002: 375-386.

14 Bumbacher 2000b: 787.

15 For definitions of "explicit" and "implicit" quotations see Bumbacher 2016: 624-628.
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proper [thing] of [what is] possible and [what is] not, [this] is wisdom; and that they divide

the booty and make equal and identical [parts thereof], [this] is benevolence. Those who,
while not obtaining these Ways, have succeeded [in becoming] great robbers under heaven

have not yet existed."16

The relevant sentences in the received version of the Zhuang zi17 read:

«ittlSB: KB: Stiî; A
Util; HJfê, Util; M-, ft®, ttib. 3£#, AT

One of [Robber] Zhi's followers once asked Zhi: "Do thieves too have Ways?" Zhi said:

"How would they proceed without having a Way? Now, to think extravagantly about

the hoards within the rooms: [this] is sageliness; to enter [the homes of others] and to
be the first: [this] is bravery; to leave and to be the last: [this] is righteousness; to know

[what is] possible and [what is] not: [this] is wisdom; to divide and make equal [the

parts of the booty]: [this] is benevolence. As for [these] five, those who not being

provided [by them] were able to succeed [in becoming] great robbers have not yet
existed under heaven.18

Fortunately, additional explicit and implicit quotations of this passage exist, two
of which predate the Bao pu zi account and two postdate it. The earliest implicit
versions appear in LU shi chun qiu S of ca. 239 BCE and in Liu An's
I'Jilc (ob. 122 BCE) Huai nan zi (ca. 139 BCE),20 the explicit quotations are

to be found in Li Xian's ^if (651-684) commentary to the Hou Han shu # lit it21

and in Ma Zong's MM Yi lin I#22 of AD 787. Collating all five Chinese texts and

presenting them in chronological order23 in a synopsis makes evident the
similarities and differences:

16 Bao pu zi nei pian 12: 225; compare Ware 1966: 202.

17 Zhuang zi 10/24.10. Locations in the received Zhuang zi are indicated as (chapter/page.line)
of the Harvard-Yenching edition Zhuang zi yin de tli'tiTIf#.
18 Compare Watson 1968: 108-109.
19 LÜ shi chun qiu 11: 110.

20 Huai nan zi 12: 202.

21 Hou Han shu 72: 2345.

22 Yi lin 2: 8b.

23 As the received Zhuang zi goes back to Guo Xiang's (ob. 312) version, it is listed after the Han
versions (Iii shi chun qiu and Huai nan zi) but before the Bao pu zi.
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Synopsis of the six texts dealing with the robbers' five Ways
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This synopsis shows, firstly, that all versions agree verbatim to a large extent
which is a clear indication that they all must belong to the same textual tradition
(characters that are identical in all versions are marked green, characters that
are identical in all but the Bao pu zi versions are marked yellow).24

24 I will not go into any philological details as they will be discussed in the critical edition of
the Zhuang zi currently under preparation. Rather, I prefer to discuss here the principal aspects.
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Secondly, these six versions fall into three categories. The first includes the

Lü shi chun qiu and the Huai nan zi versions which on four locations are identical

yet differ from the other versions. Both may derive from an early Zhuang zi
version. However, the Huai nan zi version is not exactly identical with that of the

Lü shi chun qiu but has some variant readings and, e. g., changes the phrase "ft]
W, Wife" (to know the [right] time is wisdom) into "ftlnTlSW. 15'tfe" (he who
knows [what is] possible and [what is] not: is wise) and transposes the latter
(indicated by |^.| and marked magenta).

Thirdly, the second category comprises the received Zhuang zi, the commentary

to the Hou Han shu and the Yi lin versions that share phrases (not seen in the

first category) like "AAWffe" instead of "ÜW" or They may either derive

from Liu Xiang's "standardized" (ding /fe) edition of the Western Han or from Guo

Xiang's abridged version.

Fourthly, Ge Hong's version, although sharing variants with the second

category versus the first, differs markedly from the other members of this

group (red characters in the synopsis). His quotation is abridged by leaving
out the context of the story (as is often the case with quotations),25 namely the
conversation of Robber Zhi with one of his disciples. Then he modifies the

beginning, changing the question (do robbers have Ways?) into
the positive statement "ËtWMAAiËîi^" (robbers have five of the Ways of

sage people). In addition, he expands the phrase "A5fc" (to enter [the homes

of others] and to be the first) into "AAMAiü" (while being the first in
entering [the homes of others] they do not hesitate) and "tfefe!" (to leave

and to be the last) into (while being the last in leaving [these

homes] they are not afraid) - to name but the most obvious modifications.
While relying on one of the Zhuang zi editions available at his time - his

explicit quotation is too short to allow to decide whether he used a text belonging

to the Liu Xiang version or the then new Guo Xiang version - Ge Hong

obviously took some liberties in making the meaning of the text (in his view)

more explicit. We will now have to test whether the same can be said regarding
the longer implicit Zhuang zi quotations within Ge Hong's works. Ge Hong's

implicit Zhuang zi quotations are to be found in his Shen xian zhuan. We will first
examine two Lives whose texts are to be seen in the received Zhuang zi before

turning to candidates of lost Zhuang zi passages and pericopes.

25 Quotation strategies within classical Chinese texts in general are discussed in Bumbacher

2000a: 41-96.
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5 Guangchengzi's Life

The extant fragments of the Shen xian zhuan include remnants of a Life of
Guangchengzi The very same Guangchengzi already occurs in the
received Zhuang zi, in a pericope dealing with the Yellow Emperor.
Furthermore, the Huai nan zi contains a few sentences uttered by
Guangchengzi. As, at first sight, all three texts seem to be quite close to each

other, it is tempting to collate them in a synopsis. However, it may be useful to

start with a translation of the Zhuang zi account26:

4-frAT, mmZ, B,
Ü. wakwxmzm, WIÉEm, W#AA° wxsfctris», M

M mzn&i Mtt. yuzmfc* S MMAT. mÄ*
MfêAAA«#, *

^iiisAT. f§#è, mühjh, mmz. xftrnTMimm
m, «««H: #

m, süa«, mmm-, mmzm, litt. mwm, mm
tf, mmniEo mm, ä«, gmu, raw, m
mw, i&tmw, im&s.. «aa. wkft, m&kmj£*®z±&, mm
mmzw,&; %,kAm%zri&, mmmmzm&, mmt, Rtnwü= m^rkM,
t^äü±>27o œt®.
0: mti&ZtSA#I! ÄÄ^S. 3fe!

fjj, MABKÄWÄ. ±£M, A^ilA, ±l3tIT^±. 4^AW
I££Ä±WSiU:. Amm EAäBEftüF.
Ätt. tÄ, *SA! Äffi, tA! AÄÄ^E, Wft3§#A!

The Yellow Emperor was established [as ruler] and acted as Son of Heaven for nineteen

years. [His] commands circulated [throughout] all under heaven, [when] he heard that
Master Guangcheng was staying on top of Mount Kongtong. He therefore went to see him
and said: "I have heard that you, Master, have penetrated the perfect Way. I venture to ask

[you about] the essence of the perfect Way. I wish to grasp the essence of heaven and

earth, in order to aid the five grains and to nourish the common people. I also wish to put
into service yin and yang in order to advance the growth of the multitudes. How may this
be done?" Master Guangcheng said: "As to the question [about] what you wish, [this] is

[providing] the substance of things; as to what you wish to put into service, [this] is the

damaging of things. [Ever] since you govern all under heaven - while the energy of the

clouds are not waiting for accumulation, it rains; while plants and trees are not waiting for

26 Zhuang zi 11/26.28.

27 These eight characters are missing in the Harvard-Yenching edition, they are here emended

according to Guo Qingfan's edition (Guo 1993, vol. 2: 381); the second phrase ê Hi" was

already commented by Lu Deming.
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turning yellow, they are shed; the light of sun and moon increases and thereby wastes

[everything]. And as for the hair-splitting of [your] eloquent person's mind - what would it
be worth to talk [to you] about the perfect Way?" The Yellow Emperor withdrew,
abandoned all under heaven, built a solitary hut, spread a mat of white grass, and dwelled

[there] in retirement for three months. [Then] he went again to seek him. Master

Guangcheng was lying with [his] head to the south. The Yellow Emperor, according to a

leeward [position] moving on [his] knees advanced and twice greeting and bowing [his]
head to the ground asked, saying: "[I] have heard that you, Master, have penetrated the

perfect Way. I venture to ask [you about] governing the body. How is it possible to [live]

long?" Master Guangcheng rising up with a start said: "Excellent, this question of yours!
Come! I [will] talk to you about the perfect Way: The essence of the perfect Way is very
dark and very obscure, the extreme of the perfect Way is very mysterious and very silent:
Do not look, do not listen, embrace [your] spirit in order to [let it be] calm, and [your] body
will assume an upright [position] by itself. [You] must be calm, [you] must be pure, do not
labour your body, do not agitate [your] essence, then you may live long. [When your] eyes
have nothing which they look [at] and [your] ears have nothing which they listen to and

[your] heart has nothing that it knows, then [your] spirit will guard [your] body and [your]

body will live long. Be cautious of [what is] within you; block off [what is] outside you,
much knowledge turns [you] into ruin. On your behalf I proceeded to the top of the Great

Brilliance and arrived at the source of the perfect yang; on your behalf I entered the dark
and mysterious Gate and arrived at the source of the perfect yin: Heaven and earth have

[their own] officials, yin and yang [their own] storehouses. [Therefore, only] cautiously
guard your body, [and all other] things will of themselves grow strong. I [myself] guarded
this unity, in order to abide in this harmony. Therefore, I cultivated my body for twelve
hundred years and my form has never suffered any decay." The Yellow Emperor greeted

twice, bowed [his] head to the ground and said: "Master Guangcheng's words are [like]
heaven [to me], indeed." Master Guangcheng said: "Come! I [will] talk to you. While this
matter is inexhaustible, men all consider [it as being] finite. While this matter is unfathomable,

men all consider [it as] having an utmost point. He who obtains my Way will become

brilliant above and will become a king below; he who misses my Way may see the light
above, yet will become dust below. Now, the hundred prosperous [beings on earth] are all
born out of dust and return to dust. So I am going to leave you and enter the Gate of the

inexhaustible, in order to wander in the fields of the limitless. With the sun and the moon I
will triple the light and with heaven and earth I will be permanent. What is close to me I

will mingle with, what is far from me I will unite with. While mankind in its entirety [will]
die, I alone will be preserved."28

28 Also see Watson 1968: 118-120.
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The Shen xian zhuan version reads29:

TÈdLiiliÀ-Êo fêt&mzûi, «2.*, ÄfifKMÄJ». E3: m
JÄ^B. SffêAT, ît*#fTnm HÄWfgMiliüs!
*#il, «ftjlifc, JBtfrffiltr. SJIIfPIÄÄtil. ÄÄ^«FB: Mit
*», jfittwfi», jmsjE. m-m, mmm, «M, 7W
#4. tÄin?m, %&%,&. öääw. M^t«o
#, ±&M, fcWt#, T^±o Wiîfc, A^STiH. &*ft;Ü8F, H5A
MUMP. AÄM^E,

Master Guangcheng was an immortal person in ancient times. He dwelled within a stone
chamber of Mount Kongtong. The Yellow Emperor hearing [of him] went to [see] him and
said: "I venture to ask [you about] the important [aspects] of the perfect Way." Master

Guangcheng said: "[Under] your governing all under heaven, while the clouds are not

waiting for accumulation, it rains; while birds are not waiting for the [proper] season, they
fly, while plants and trees are not waiting for turning yellow, they are shed; the light of sun
and moon increases and thereby wastes [everything]. And as for the hair-splitting of an

eloquent person's mind - what would it be worth to talk [to it] about the perfect Way?" The

Yellow Emperor withdrawing dwelled in retirement for three months. Later he went to see

him. Moving on [his] knees he advanced, greeted twice and begged to ask about the Way of
governing the body. Master Guangcheng replied, saying: "The essence of the perfect Way
is very dark and very obscure: Do not look, do not listen, embrace [your] spirit in order to

[let it be] calm, and [your] body will assume an upright [position] by itself. [You] must be

clean, [you] must be pure, do not labor your body, do not agitate [your] essence and you
may live long. Be cautious of [what is] within [you]; block off [what is] outside [you], much

knowledge turns [you] into ruin. I [myself] guarded this unity, in order to abide in this

harmony. Therefore, for twelve hundred years [my] form has not yet suffered any decay. He

who obtains the Way will become brilliant above; he who misses my Way will become dust
below. [I] am going to leave you, enter the Gate of the inexhaustible and wander in the

fields of the limitless. With the sun and the moon I will triple the light and with heaven

and earth I will be permanent. While mankind in its entirety [will] die, I alone will be

preserved."30

It may be interesting to see how both versions correspond to each other.
Therefore, the Shen xian zhuan version is mapped onto the received Zhuang zi

pericope (marked green):

29 Tai ping guangji 1: 5 and, abridged, Yun ji qi qian 109: la.
30 Also see Campany 2002: 159-160.
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Mapping the Shen xian zhuan account (marked green) onto the received Zhuang zi (11/26,28)

IHfff. W#kà. umm±,
m?B: mpnmzm, mzmi, mzmi. r^AT, imü, *

Bn2.yt&&.HL&. ffi®A2.'fc»»*. X^Ä^sgSit? ÄtfilffiAT, Ig#
S, 0Öi£> ÄiWBTajKfrffiü. S^ITMföB:

Mitm äs?**; SifiAfe, IM. AÜA3S, ÄttBl», jBflf&Jft, AH
ic^. AJfrjc», i360rJL ïPAflrM, &3E0TÄ. ^75M4o tÄX
ft, H£H, £*P&Ä= &Â£3Éfô*BJ!;i±&, SMSU^MtË; ^jcA^g^ri^, M«
S§ZStä« AÜWW, etHWHo 4M§êHi> Ä*g-, &*£». ÄfcffiiiJT

Ä##8»*B« JÄÄ^IBAÄ» ÄJÄjfB. *! £lg&:
3E». WA£Wfc£&; MÄtiÄ». ®AtÖMI. #^ät#, ±*£, WT^i; AfHt

" " i»±K»±. g^etetn. ËHiËAtt;fc»,
#a, im¥i mm, fjtmt. mmw&¥\

As is immediately evident, the Shen xian zhuan version is severely abridged.
There are two possible reasons for this: a) Ge Hong may have deliberately
shortened the text to suit his purposes, or b) it may be due to the fact that the
Shen xian zhuan is not extant in its original state, as we have seen, but survives

only in quotations, and quotations are usually abridged.
In addition to Shen xian zhuan's implicit Zhuang zi quotation there also

exists a short one in the Huai nan zi to the effect31:

ÄiBiiffifl», mmmm, mmm, T^ÊHE.

Therefore Master Guangcheng said: "Be cautious of and guard [what is] within you; block
off everywhere [what is] outside you, much knowledge turns [you] into ruin. Do not look,
do not listen, embrace [your] spirit in order to [let it be] calm, and [your] body will assume

an upright [position] by itself."32

Putting both the pericope in the received Zhuang zi and the Shen xian zhuan

version together with the short Huai nan zi piece into a synopsis the following
result is obtained (verbatim identical characters marked green, transposed
matching phrases marked blue):

31 Huai nan zi 14: 237.

32 See also Major et al. 2010: 542.
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|Synopsis ofShen xian zhuan, received Zhuangzi (11/26.28), received Huai nan zi 14: 237|

zz f-t-fl#. cxt. ^sxz lifewf. TAMAfel. e «IS:
zz R= SBB»TÜ»Sit,
SXZ gjgg, frftHMftgj. g:

zz satt;«. s«Aifc£«. KttE«, w#ra. sxstett», ummoi, uz
sxz MitiS.
zz
sxz S«TB: *ZH&i MPtfcP#. ê (fn&ATl

«TB:

zz mm ***8*®«, snzytmnttk. m
sxz p Tft«Mffi, ^ATftÄM«,

zz tSAi-OM#, X P&Ëlft&l? Ä«ü «AT, fg^, m&3,
sxz ÄJEÖiSMpSi *#ÜM

zz pÄ^i, ium& AATPtMiG *PJ®TÄ JSfTffi», fglTMföB.
sxz

Mg )}. mm|. ÄATMtTMEG *#ffiTÄ Kfflffij». »»Iii
wenn, &|m|| «SfiTO. s»

« PAT g:
«MtèP «AT®*»® g:
MftftAt«. «AT <ê g:

HNZ
zz MSTiifôMii,
sxz

HNZ |3-M|, J3|ïïS|, £*np«.
SESEï

zz #®WT! A, SfSXMÄ. Siïi«, mMM;
sxz £«£«, #«>
HNZ »«»*, »ttW», BMSrn.
zz smzm. es-««. a«a#s. mmw. je» s je. Wf^m. aPxp, a
sxz «Si»*. tttmf. ®Û#âjE. M»«®, «
HNZ
zz
sxz «««, m *4
zz «X«, 75^ BA0r£, HAMM, <OA0rfcl. X»Ü$3=«, M7i&£.

HNZ \4from here the Huai nan zi t

zz «X rt, «X ft. £*n&®. S£X®»*512.±&, &XA
sxz # ft, H |, £*q^A.

zz »S5K;iM£, äSSI&iijütii. Atfsrt, fêPiWat. (UWXÄ, tiSfSêJtt)33,
SXZ
zz STK—I, y«Ä». SSÜÄttÄ &> s®*««. ÄflfWWffB: ««
sxz fe^»4 &mm\ «t T-sa, mHh|.
zz T£IWA£i ÄATB: Ai &ISX: ®ît«A£. WA»eGMÏ«h M
sxz

zz AîyfMfi«. PïiA#, ±*»M, [fi'TST: AS«#, ±£AM TÄ
sxz %' Lt**, A®it#, T&Kl::^ H

§. ^ASatAfô±ffi&»±. A& SWAX, |A^B. y iSÏAtttJf, i
»*». |*fl|. ttft«£V.

0SBH£A, W »AMs*#. ff«. I8TI mm. #T! AÄA5B, MS»#
PBJifcA, «A»*#. AÄA5E, M®»#

zz Ti
sxz £.

33 These eight characters are missing in the Harvard-Yenching edition, they are here emended

according to Guo Qingfan's edition (Guo 1993: vol. 2: 381); the second phrase g Mt was

already commented by Lu Deming.
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Apart from philological details that will be discussed elsewhere, six major
results can be obtained from an analysis of this synopsis.

Firstly, although the Shen xian zhuan presents this narrative without
acknowledging any source, it is obvious that it must be taken from a Zhuang
zi version, as both the Shen xian zhuan and the received Zhuang zi are almost
verbatim identical (in the synopsis marked green). The same holds true for the
short Huai nan zi piece.

Secondly, and quite remarkably, the Shen xian zhuan version also contains

a sentence that is no longer to be seen in the received Zhuang zi (underlined in
the synopsis): The phrase "lifê^T" ([under] your governing all under
heaven) is followed by the sentence (while the clouds are not
waiting for accumulation, it rains) after which the Shen xian zhuan has the

phrase (while birds are not waiting for the [proper] season,

they fly) which is not seen in the received Zhuang zi.3h Then both the Shen xian
zhuan and the received Zhuang zi have (while plants and
trees are not waiting for turning yellow, they are shed). Note that these three

phrases in the Shen xian zhuan are strictly parallel, beginning with the upper
realm (clouds), proceeding to the middle realm (birds) and ending with the
lowest area, the earth (plants and trees). It is well possible - but cannot be

verified so far - that Ge Hong here preserves the pre-Guo Xiang version of
these phrases. However, it is equally possible that he composed this sentence

himself, using this tripartite image to strengthen the point.
Thirdly, whereas the received Zhuang zi has: (I venture to ask

[you about] governing the body), the sentence in Ge Hong's version reads

(he begged to ask about the Way of governing of the body).
While it is well possible that the Zhuang zi reading is original and Ge Hong
made it more explicit, it has to be noted that in the received Zhuang zi the

expression (the Way of preserving the body) can be found (as

well as the expression "^^EÛË",36 "the Way of not dying"). It is, therefore,
equally possible that Ge Hong preserves the original form and the received

Zhuang zi is abridged.
Fourthly, the Shen xian zhuan version also shows, at its beginning, redac-

tional insertions (put into boxes in the synopsis) made by Ge Hong to allow for

34 Note that this sentence occurs in the Tai ping guang ji quotation of the Shen xian zhuan but is

lacking in the shorter Yun ji qi qian version.
35 Zhuang zi 16/41.15.

36 Zhuang zi 20/52.39.
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the text to fit into the genre of a Life in general and into his collection of
immortals' vitae in particular, namely, "AAllilAtil" (he was an immortal

person of ancient times) which lets Guangchengzi rank among the xian ren

{lllA. The phrase ([he dwelled] within a stone chamber) appears
quite often elsewhere in the extant fragments of the Shen xian zhuan37 but
neither in the received Zhuang zi nor in the lost parts of the Zhuang zi
recovered so far. The sentence "jK'rii IWÏÏDJê;^" (the Yellow Emperor hearing
[of him] went to [see] him) may also be Ge Hong's phrasing as the corresponding

phrase in the received Zhuang zi "ftMA" (he went to visit him) can be

found several times elsewhere in the received Zhuang zi and seems to be its
usual way to put it.

Finally, the Huai nan zi reverses the two halves of its implicit quotation
and transposes the phrases M(be cautious of
and guard [what is] within you; block off everywhere [what is] outside you,
much knowledge turns [you] into ruin). They correspond to the phrases "IÄA
I*). 1*1 ^ ft!(be cautious of [what is] within you; block off [what is]

outside you, much knowledge turns [you] into ruin). This is a phenomenon
quite often seen in the Huai nan zi - it takes phrases of its implicit source and

translocates them.

6 Yangzi meets Laozi

Another pericope survives both as a version transmitted in the received

Zhuang zi and as an implicit quotation to be found in the remnants of Ge

Hong's Shen xian zhuan. The received Zhuang zi contains an account of a

meeting between Yangzi or Master Yang and Laozi, the Old Master, to the

effect (7/20.11):

WAm, mmm, wmm, fjo turn,
a.- jiMAtii, Ribjmzx&m, mmzms
if, HT®a$0: iWjiïAfêo »xt,iwêa, fbÄim

Yang Zizhu went to see Lao Dan and said: "Here is a man swift as an echo, strong as a

beam, with a wonderfully clear understanding of the principles of things, studying the

Way without ever letting up — a man like this could compare with an enlightened king,
couldn't he?" Lao Dan said: "In comparison to the sage, a man like this is a drudging
slave, a craftsman bound to his calling, wearing out his body, grieving his mind.

37 Campany 2002: 37, 163, 342, 344.
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Moreover, the beautiful markings of the tigers and the leopards let the hunters come,
the nimbleness of the apes and monkeys and [the ability of] the dogs to catch rats let
the leads come. A man like this — how could he compare to an enlightened king?"38

Yang Zizhu respectfully said: "I venture to ask about the government of an enlightened
king." Lao Dan said: "The government of an enlightened king - while [his] achievements

cover [all] under heaven, they seem not to [derive] from himself. While [his]
transformations change the ten thousand things, the people do not depend [on him]. It
happens that nobody is raised [in rank] or is praised. He lets [all] classes [of beings]

rejoyce themselves. And while he stands on the fathomless, he wanders where there is

nothing at all."

In the remnants of the Shen xian zhuan's Laozi Life an implicit Zhuang zi

quotation refers precisely to this story. The text reads39:

H: titttizx. mmzm,
fêo ^îh: linier, idTâa, intttRTO.

i.
When Master Yang saw the Old Master, the Old Master informed him, saying: "The
beautiful markings of the tigers and the leopards as well as the spryness of apes and

monkeys are wherefore they cause [that they] are shot at." Master Yang said: "I venture to
ask about the government of an enlightened king." The Old Master said: "The government
of an enlightened king - while [his] achievements cover [all] under heaven, they are

considered not to [derive] from himself. While [his] transformations reach out over the

ten thousand things, he lets the people not depend [on him]. He has integrity, but they
don't praise his name. He positions [himself] on the fathomless, he wanders where there is

nothing at all".40

Mapping the matching phrases (marked green) of the Shen xian zhuan passage
onto the corresponding received Zhuang zi pericope reveals the extent to which
the former is abridged:

Mapping matching phrases of Shen xian zhuan (marked green) onto received Zhuang zi 7/20.11

nmm, WMW, WmU-.
êfôgÀik, wtÈfcs
#, ^«0= UHifc». ®wia,»L M&m &*> «»i«.

38 The translation of this first part of the pericope is Watson's, see Watson 1968: 94;
Romanization adapted to pinyin.
39 Tai ping guang ji 1:3.

40 Also see Campany 2002: 202.
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Presenting the relevant parts of both texts in a synopsis we obtain the following
result (verbatim identical characters are marked green):

Synopsis ofShen xian zhuan, received Zhuang zi 7/20.11

ZZ
SXZ m-T

zz
SXZ

zz
SXZ

|A IT

I
US: WAJfcJlt, wmm, iïtit#, RTfcfcW3E

0:

i&pt »?
ZZ 0: J*»«Ii»',
sxz 0o SSMlAfè» I
zz
sxz

I?

Mm

WïZ
#mx-

mnm.
mnm,

it I *,r*#. |ä mm m
l

s sss
A?*#
{

As seen before, the Shen xian zhuan version for the most part verbatim agrees
with the received version of the Zhuang zi. However, the phrase "FJfttMMitl"
(wherefore they cause [that they] are shot at) might be Ge Hong's own formulation

which he may have considered necessary to make good for his shortening
the argument.

On the other hand, it is possible that his phrase ("he
has integrity, but they don't praise his name", put into a box in the synopsis)

may derive from an earlier version than the (it happens that
nobody respects [his] name) of the received Zhuang zi. Note, that neither the

phrase (it happens that nobody nor the expression (respect
the name) appear anywhere else in the received Zhuang zi. However, it also has

to be said that neither the Shen xian zhuan's expression "WÜ" (he has

integrity) nor (one praises his name) or (one praises the

name) does occur anywhere within the received Zhuang zi.
So far we have analysed the text passages of the received Zhuang zi of which

either explicit or implicit quotations are to be found in the remnants of the Shen

xian zhuan. Regarding the question whether Ge Hong has relied on a pre-Guo

Xiang version, the result is not conclusive. The few candidate phrases that he

could have copied from an earlier Zhuang zi edition and are not seen in the

received Zhuang zi could equally originate from Ge Hong's own brush. Things

will become clearer, however, when we now turn to lost Zhuang zi passages that
are preserved in Ge Hong's works.
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7 Huizi's retinue

Ge Hong's works do in fact preserve passages that both explicitly and implicitly
refer to Zhuang zi whereas these quotations are no longer seen in the received

version. In his Confucian work, entitled Bao pu zi waipian Ge Hong
refers to Zhuang Zhou to the effect:

Of old, Zhuang Zhou, when seeing the great number of carriages of Huizi's followers, threw

away his remaining fish.

That these sentences once belonged to the Zhuang zi although they are no

longer extant within the received version is plausible for several reasons. In
the received text there are quite a few pericopes that deal with both Zhuang
Zhou and Huizi. Then, in pericope 17.6, Zhuang Zhou makes fun of Huizi's
behaviour as prime minister of Liang.42 Since as prime minister Huizi may
have had a retinue of a number of carriages, one could assume that these

sentences once may have been part of another Huizi-Zhuang Zhou pericope
in which, in addition, some fish also may have played a role. Finally,
concerning the size of Huizi's retinue, there exists another pericope within
the received Zhuang zi in which Zhuangzi explains to a certain Cao Shang of
Song, who is proud of the many carriages he has been given by the king, that
the more menial the job they have to do, the larger the retinue is which the

king grants his subjects.43

However, the only other source identified so far which presents these

sentences is the Huai nan zi where the following phrases are to be found:

Therefore, when Huizi [was moving with] a retinue of one hundred chariots, in order to

cross the Meng zhu [Marsh], and Zhuangzi saw him, he threw away his leftover fish.45

Both the Bao pu zi and the Huai nan zi versions partially correspond verbatim, as

can be seen when they are collated (identical characters are marked green):

41 Bao pu zi wai pian 16: 130.

42 Zhuang zi 17/45.84; see Watson 1968: 188.

43 Watson 1968: 356.

44 Huai nan zi 11: 184.

45 Also see Major et al. 2010: 424.
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HNZ i» »jS»,
bpzwp gm% M

In order to interpret this finding, we are basically left with two possibilities.
While both make use of the same source, namely a pre-Guo Xiang version of the

Zhuang zi, Ge Hong either abridged and edited the relevant phrases or he used

the Huai nan zi and edited it as he considered suitable. At the current state of
research, unfortunately, it cannot be decided which is the preferable one. In any
case, Ge Hong's plausible attribution of these phrases to a Zhuang zi version
hints at a potentially interesting Zhuang zi pericope which either was discarded

by Guo Xiang or was lost early in the post-Guo Xiang transmission of the text.

We now have to discuss two explicit Zhuang zi quotations preserved in lei shu

and no longer to be seen in the received text. Lei shu "writings [arranged

according to] categories", often faute-de-mieux translated as "encyclopedias",
consist for the greatest part of quotations drawn from earlier writings. Once the

set of categories lei and/or sections pin dm was established, the authors
assembled within a given section as many quotations as seemed suitable to

them. The quotations were shorter (for example, one sentence) or longer extractions

from various texts each of which included an example of what the section

was all about. Yet, quotations - especially from non-canonical works - are

rarely made exactly word for word. Rather, they are abridged in order to present

just the essential point, or they can occasionally even be paraphrased. Lei shu

are, however, not necessarily independent sources as they may copy earlier

ones, nevertheless, they are important as sources of additional information,
particularly on lost works.

The lei shu of relevance here are the Yi wen lei ju (Categorized
Collection of Literary Writings) ordered by Tang Gaozu in AD 622 and completed
in AD 624, compiled by Ouyang Xun HfcRiitfjJ, Linghu Defen and others,

all in all more than ten scholars. It collected belles lettres materials under 46

sections and 727 sub-sections.46 The Tai ping yu lan (Imperial
Inspection of the [Encyclopedia of the] Great Peace [Reign Period]) was commissioned

by Song Taizong in 977 and probably completed in 982. Its editorial

8 Confucius meets Laozi

46 McMullen 1988: 211.
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board is said to have included some fourteen members directed by Li Fang

It consists of 1,000 juan with more than 5,000 headings — from ^ tian (heaven)

to fä hua (flowers) — that are entered under 55 main categories, each of which is

further subdivided.47 The Tai ping guang ji (Extensive Records of the
Great Peace [Reign Period]), ordered by Song Taizong as well, was begun in 977

and presented to the emperor as early as in 978 by a commission of thirteen
members which was also presided by Li Fang. It is a collection of stories and
anecdotes divided in 500 juan arranged under 92 categories and 150 sub-categories.

Both the Tai pingyu lan and the Tai ping guang ji are connected with each

other as not only ten of the involved scholars were members of both projects but
their sources were differently assigned - "formal" sources such as classics,

apocrypha, historiographical and philosophical texts were to be used by the

former, "informal" sources like unofficial histories (ye shi Sfjïl), short stories

(chuan qi «50, novellas (xiao shuo '.Mft) etc. by the latter.
The first explicit quotation to be discussed was already found by Wang

Yinglin: Both in the Yi wen lei ju and the Tai ping yu lan we find the following
phrases:

Yi wen lei ju 80:1374

«am s. »««iuz. 0. 0. #m.
Tai pingyu lan 186: 3b

«Um 0 : «##C», [commentary:] Hl, mPHÜ°

The Tai ping yu lan version is almost identical with the first part of that of the Yi

wen lei ju, but it lacks the second part and it contains a commentary not seen in
the Yi wen lei ju. It is by no means clear, whether this is an early commentary
(e. g., by Sima Biao) or is added by the compilers of the Tai ping yu lan. Without

going into more detail for the moment, what interests us here is the fact that these

phrases can indeed be found, although with variant readings, in an extant text -
not recognized by the Chinese scholars already mentioned. These phrases can be

located in Ge Hong's Shen xian zhuan, namely in its Laozi vita.

For the Laozi vita as a whole Ge Hong relied on different sources. He explicitly
mentions Sima Qian's Shi ji as well as half a dozen Daoist texts. However, he also

uses texts whose titles are not revealed but are introduced by (someone

47 See Haeger1968.
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said). When he comes to the encounters between Laozi and Confucius, his Life of
Laozi — as preserved in Tai ping guang ji (1: 3) — changes its form and turns into

an uninterrupted narrative. It is precisely in this part that we can localize the lost

Zhuang zi phrases, although abridged (they are marked blue):

(#) et) imm. fii. ««H
îLfSlff.

a'« ué) 49ibt# (&): Mtfeo MARISA, ^FB: HAHA, rT-fe. (it) ISA» ÄSfötft? ?LA
0: KitWo a**»«. 4>£«f#$W?HA'fc. IL^A^o A&§

^B^Mâo A^g^, ffctgJlMl, B^HIHÄ. fiK@g?iJ£, «
AAHMÄ. M'ms&o AAAILA^

t£tè. ?LAB: A-+-t¥ïïff*#tiîo tfB: fèûtnmÀ,
JWAH^JSKAÄ©» ®)IMöT)iA, fWA£*ü;t£igÄ. fê)InT£A, JMAÄ*fc;t.Ä

®ünT#A, MÜA^Ü^ÄA^o «M*rT#, «tète.
?LASo ÜA3EAÜ, WfàGZMo Ä&
A^mtftÄ. ^A0: AAic AAAK • tko im®. SBR»«.
a#, Ä^fh. MaSM^o ?LA!So HB«. ?LAB: ^SAAfflÄ
ill»*#o SWÄ, (A&gUMA. At*Ä> MiB^tho A£fflÂinJ|JÉ#o SiWiÄ.
I2l*tè$l. jfcim». Iffi«fc£Ä. A£fflÉM&#o SWift, Mfö

ffiflifcte. MÎHt, ms«, Ä*«f, s^tgatfc. ^Ä#?. £«ti
¥. M^IBÄo StB, ffiPbt&ä®» *Mt, WA&ÄtfrgiUo

Campany's translation reads as follows (the words in question are marked blue):

Confucius once went to ask Laozi something about the rites. At first he sent [his disciple]
Zigong ahead to him. When he arrived, Laozi said to him, "Your master is the one named

Qiu. If he follows me for three years, then at that point he should be teachable."

When Confucius himself met Laozi, Laozi told him, "A good merchant hides his goods so

that [his shop] appears empty. A true gentleman hides his integrity so that he appears dull.
Quit your haughty bearing! You are spoiling your aim with too many desires. None of these

is of any benefit to you!"

Confucius was reading a book. When Laozi saw him, he asked: "What book is that?"

[Confucius] answered: "It is the [Book of] Changes, the [ancient] sages also studied it." "It's
all right for the sages to have studied it," Laozi said, "but for what purpose are you
studying it? What is the gist of it?" "The gist is in goodwill and duty," Confucius replied.
Laozi responded, "When mosquitoes and gadflies sting the flesh, we lie awake all night
long. If we let goodwill and duty torment our hearts and keep them restless, there is no
disorder worse. The snow goose wants no daily bath to make it white, the rook no daily

48 The emendations are made according to the explicit Shen xian zhuan quotation in Tai

ping yu lan 616.6a.
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inking to make it black. It is inherent in Heaven to be high, in Earth to be thick, in the sun
and moon to shed light, in the stars to form constellations, in trees and plants to have their
distinctions. If you too go forward cultivating the Dao, you will already have attained the

utmost. Why be so busy proclaiming goodwill and duty, like the man banging the drum as

he goes looking for lost sheep? You are disrupting human nature, sir."

When Laozi asked Confucius, "Have you after all attained the Dao?" "I've searched for it
for twenty-seven years and have not found it," answered Confucius. Laozi said,
"Supposing the Dao could be offered up, there is no one who would not offer it to his

lord. Supposing the Dao could be presented as a gift, there is no one who would not

present it to his relatives. Supposing the Dao could be told to others, there is no one who
would not tell it to his brothers. Supposing the Dao could be bequeathed, there is no one
who would not bequeath it to his children. That we cannot do so is for this reason alone:
unless you have an appropriator within to make it your own, the Dao cannot take up
residence in you."

When Confucius said, "I have studied the [classics of] Songs, Documents, Rites, Music,

Changes, and Spring and Autumn Annals. I have chanted the way of the former kings and
made plain the imprints of the Dukes of Zhou and Shao in order to introduce them to over

seventy rulers, but still they have not been applied. How hard people are to persuade!"
Laozi replied, "The Six Classics are the worn footprints of the former kings, not what they
used to imprint. What you are cultivating yourself in now is all worn footprints, and

footprints are where the shoes have passed, they are not the shoes!"

When Confucius returned [from seeing Laozi], he did not speak for three days. Zigong

thought it strange and asked him why. Confucius said, "When I see that someone is thinking
like a bird in flight, I refurbish my thinking into a bow and shoot at him, and never have I
failed to hit and retrieve him. When 1 see that someone is thinking like a deer, I refurbish my
thinking into a running dog and pursue him, and never have I failed to catch him. When I
see that someone is thinking like a fish in the deep, I refurbish my thinking into a hook and

line and cast for him, and never have I failed to hook him and reel him in. But when it comes

to a dragon, riding clouds and vapour, roaming about in the Grand Purity empyrean, I am
unable to pursue him. Today I saw Laozi, and how like a dragon he is! My mouth gaped so

wide I could not get it shut; my tongue protruded so far I could not get it back in. My spirits
were thrown into confusion and did not know where to lodge".49

A closer look at this Confucius-Laozi narrative reveals that it is composed of
several passages that are verbatim taken from the Zhuang zi.50 In order to

analyse them, it may be useful to split this Shen xian zhuan text into its parts,
here numbered from (1) to (8), and to discuss them one by one. Part (1) reads:

49 Campany 2002: 200-202, modified.
50 Already observed by Campany 2002.
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(1) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):
TIZ (3T) (#) &F». TUM, ZZ^ZB: ZZm

ff bB:
m° niafi.

The analysis of this part is deferred for a moment. The following part (2) is no longer
to be seen in the received Zhuang zi but must have once belonged to the pre-Guo

Xiang version as can be seen in the two surviving explicit quotations discussed

above. Its Shen xian zhuan version is transmitted twice, as part of the Shen xian
zhuan as it occurs in the Tai ping guang ji and as an explicit Shen xian zhuan

quotation in the Tai ping yu lan. We will have to collate both Shen xian zhuan

versions of this passage first. Reason for this is that the compilers of the Tai pingyu
lan still had the "original" or full-length Shen xian zhuan on their desk when the

abridged Tai ping guang ji version was compiled. The Tai ping yu lan, therefore,

serves to "control" the latter. We then will have to collate these Shen xian zhuan

passages with the explicit Zhuang zi quotations (lost in the received version).

(2) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):
m»? B: mxmnZo zzb-. m

ABZ, hTDîo ÄIMi?
Quotation of Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping yu lan 616.6a:

<###» 0: fL^tl*. ZZMMffiH: Äf5T#ih? 0: M. MA»to ZZ*:
seàrt-È. tkMMmmz?

It is interesting that the Shen xian zhuan sentences taken from the "long" version

as contained in the Tai ping guang ji do not precisely match the explicit Shen

xian zhuan quotation of the Tai ping yu lan. As can be seen in the following
synopsis:

GJlizmm. fffflf-ig 0: TO"*? 0:
YLTizmm, zzMMffi 0= @f5p*[§? 0:

mmto ZZB-.
iArffiÊZ* ZZ\^:

G/MAlTO,
ylWA

"Sf-feo

it
mZo MTfgä?

The differences are put into boxes, they are minimal, indicating that - at least in
this example - the Shen xian zhuan ap. Tai ping guang ji may be close to the

"original" Shen xian zhuan. Most remarkable is the title variant of the book
Confucius is busy reading. In the first example it is the Yi jing MjM. (Book of
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Changes), in the second it is the Li ji MIS (Book of Rites) - both were traditionally

considered Confucian classics. The sentence "that the sages read it is

acceptable" (Tai ping guang ji) is shortened to "[for] the sages it is acceptable"

(quotation in Tai ping yu lan). And the word "again" (fa jM) of the quotation is

missing in the "long" version. The phrase (what is the gist of it?) is

cut out in the quotation as it would have asked for Confucius' answer the

compiler of the quotation obviously did not want to provide within the given

context of the Tai ping yu lan. Whereas the Tai ping guang ji has the short

question "(51#" (which book?), the quotation in the Tai ping yu lan has the

longer phrase "llfRllf-til" (which book is this?). The difference may seem utterly
negligible, but it becomes important as soon as we also take into account the

explicit Zhuang zi quotations in the Yi wen lei ju and Tai ping yu lan to which we

now turn:
Explicit quotations of Zhuang zi (lost in the received version):

LJ51 «j£T» B : wmm, mmz. B. #«.
YL52 B : [commentary:] IH,

In the Yi wen lei ju occurs the longer phrase "êMIItil" ("which book is this, put
into a box"). As this lei shu was compiled in AD 604, in a time when the pre-Guo

Xiang version of the Zhuang zi was still available, we can presume that this was
the original phrase to be found in the pre-Guo Xiang Zhuang zi of the early
seventh century CE. This shows that while the Shen xian zhuan quotation in Tai

ping yu lan keeps this reading, the "long" Shen xian zhuan text as contained in
the Tai ping guang ji, which ought to be "more complete", in fact turns out to be

shortened at this location, confirming the earlier finding that even the "long"
Shen xian zhuan remnants in Tai ping guang ji (and Yun ji qi qian, for that matter)
do not represent the Shen xian zhuan "biographies" in their original form but are
edited by the compilers of the the Tai ping guang ji and Yun ji qi qian to some

extent.
Note that in these explicit Zhuang zi quotations the book read aloud by

Confucius is the Chun qiu #$C (Spring and Autumn [Annals of the State of
Luj), whereas both Shen xian zhuan versions not only differ from this but also

differ from each other as the Tai ping guang ji version reads yi J§ for Yi jing J?

M while the Tai ping yu lan has Ii M for Li ji HIB. And then both explicit

51 Yi wen lei ju 80: 1374.

52 Tai ping yu lan 186: 3b.
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Zhuang zi quotations have Lao Dan (Laozi) leaning towards a corner of the

stove and hearing it which is not seen in the Shen xian
zhuan version.

In short, part (2) of the Shen xian zhuan text is indeed an implicit
quotation of a lost part of Zhuang zi. Collation with the two extant explicit
Zhuang zi quotations in lei shu revealed, however, that Ge Hong has edited
his source text.

As parts (3) to (8) of the Shen xian zhuan text have corresponding parts in
the received Zhuang zi, it might be worthwhile to collate them (verbatim matching

phrases are marked green):

(3) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

Zhuangzi (14/39.56):

__ fluni: AH«H, wmiteitm. iiy|#|&

Here, too, the Shen xian zhuan passage is an excerpt of the corresponding yet
more comprehensive text of the received Zhuang zi. Despite some variant
characters, the matching phrases are almost verbatim identical.

(4) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

BHgHJA

Zhuang zi (21/56.37):

MAfcl'Éii. WÊÊÊÊ' [•"]

Apart from the characters A yi (not in Zhuang zi), ruo and Z. zhi (not in Shen

xian zhuan), there is a close match between Shen xian zhuan phrases and those

of the received Zhuang zi.
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(5) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

SMHäm immz.* xmtm*
f. W?mla£ÄÄ.

Zhuangzi (13/35.51)

ns-itwa, b|

The Shen xian zhuan version is abridged, yet, apart from some variant characters

(to be discussed elsewhere), both the Shen xian zhuan and the received Zhuangzi
versions match closely (identical characters marked green).

(6) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

—? ?LTB: I- teitôTiRÀ, JüJAH
TOfctÄii. fêûMRTûA, IWAlOTIAÄfl/A ffiünr^A, Jt'JAH*£AÄ££o
ffiiinr#A. Mftkio

Zhuangzi (14/38.44):

TmZM, jk&». WßM-
&, W#Ä¥? TL^B: o ff0: Bi $&Ztik&WL,

»B: ?Xa¥£2.Üft? ÄtJfc&a, +Wt¥MA^o Mo

ttÄffiiflR, BIA**lfciJi££a: flJA**ifcfc^£*: fèilïïapm^
17 B'JA**£Ä3B« BtM^iuJii® ^17 W^ÊM> 1

If character variants are, for the sake of the argument, neglected and the fact is

acknowledged that the Shen xian zhuan abridges the text,53 the matching
phrases (marked green) are verbatim identical.

53 Which, as has been said above, can be due either to Ge Hong's shortening of his sources or
to the fact that the Shen xian zhuan has not been transmitted in its original form but survives in
fragmentary form as quotations only.
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(7) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

îl^So jrfê!mmmmtk, tm^zm, wmzzm*
A^sttät^ B: AA«. &ïzm®&, SÄisi. w
Ä#, JttÖJ,

Zhuang zi (14/39.74):

?L^sM-iMB: J£fttt£l8£A#&Aä
mbjüüM.

0: "AAM, _Ai, ^r|, 11 [•••]

a^A! A*jhmi. %zf
ftïzm®M>V&mWÊi +*zbtx,

Again, the Shen xian zhuan account is abridged (matching phrases are marked

green) and its phrase is transposed compared to the
corresponding phrase M" of the received Zhuang zi (marked blue).
On the other hand, where the Zhuang zi has "4~7~^#Tll"» (now, what

you are saying is like the [worn-out] paths), the Shen xian zhuan has the more
elaborated reading "4~7~fffH#> ("now, as for what you are

cultivating, is all worn footprints").

(8) Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji):

?L» WÊÊM- tÜEf: lllAiffllc»!!#, 54**^*3*#
z. xm^mmwz
tu» a^*jp«iä#. sm mm*.
mxm. Wtëûtè. ^tUïïâ^tlélo tt^rfö

When Confucius returned, he did not speak for three days. Zigong thought it strange
and asked him why. Confucius said, "When I see that someone is thinking like a bird in
flight, I refurbish my thinking into a bow and shoot at him, and never have I failed to
hit and retrieve him. When I see that someone is thinking like a deer, I refurbish my
thinking into a running dog and pursue him, and never have I failed to catch him.
When I see that someone is thinking like a fish in the deep, I refurbish my thinking
into a hook and line and cast for him, and never have I failed to hook him and reel him
in. But when it comes to a dragon, thought it strange and asked him why. Confucius
said, "When I see that someone is thinking like a bird in flight, I refurbish my thinking
into a bow and shoot at him, and never have I failed to hit and retrieve him. When I

see that someone is thinking like a deer, I refurbish my thinking into a running dog
and pursue him, and never have I failed to catch him. When I see that someone is
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thinking like a fish in the deep, I refurbish my thinking into a hook and line and cast

for him, and never have I failed to hook him and reel him in. But when it comes to a

dragon, roaming about in the Grand Purity empyrean, I am unable to pursue him.

Today I saw Laozi, and how like a dragon he is! My mouth gaped so wide I could not
get it shut; my tongue protruded so far I could not get it back in. My spirits were
thrown into confusion and did not know where to lodge".

Zhuang zi (14/39.60):

ti-êrm/m KM#*.
mi

When Confucius returned from his visit with Lao Dan, he did not speak for three days.
A disciples said, "Master, you've seen Lao Dan — what estimation would you make of
him?" Confucius said, "At last I may say that I have seen a dragon — a dragon that
coils to show his body at its best, that sprawls out to display his patterns at their best,

riding clouds and vapor, feeding on the yin and yang. My mouth gaped so wide I

could not close it. How could I possibly make any estimation of Lao Dan!"54

This last part (8) deserves a more comprehensive discussion. While the
reader will recognize that a few phrases both at the beginning and towards
the end of the Shen xian zhuan text are verbatim identical with phrases in
the first half of the received Zhuang zi passage (marked green), the Shen

xian zhuan version, in its middle part, seems to be more detailed than the

Zhuang zi. We may now ask: Is this the result of Ge Hong's expanding as it
were his source text? Is he just using his source as a starting point from
which to make something of his own? Or does the Shen xian zhuan preserve
original Zhuang zi sentences that are no longer extant in the received
version?

That the latter possibility in fact is the case will become immediately
obvious when an explicit Zhuang zi quotation to be found in a lei shu but
partially missing in the received text is taken into account. In the Yi wen lei ju
we find the following explicit quotation:

*
0: äfifflöT««? TL^B: 175*»
MKrftf»».

54 Watson 1968: 163; Romanization adapted to pinyin.
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Yi wen lei ju (96: 1662)

[ÜHBX0. ?L HB*». JÜTP0. T0. AfflÄin
»»#. «;&#. ««KSi. W4jl*I. -aM
js«. t»/» ^n^iwt.

This may be translated as:

[The Zhuang zi] also says: When Confucius had visited Lao Dan and returned, he did
not speak for three days. A disciple asked: "Now that [you] Master have seen Lao Dan,
what estimation would you make [of him]?" The Master said: "[If] a person is using
thinking like a flying wild goose, [I] make a bow or a crossbow and shoot at him; [if a

person is thinking] like a roaming deer, letting go a dog [I] pursue him; [if a person is

thinking] like a swimming fish, [I use] a hook and line in order to cast for him. Today I

saw a dragon — a dragon that coils to show his body at its best, that sprawls out to

display his patterns at their best. My mouth gaped so wide I could not inhale; my
tongue protruded so far I could not speak."

Mapping now those characters of this explicit Zhuang zi quotation onto Shen

xian zhuan passage (8) and marking the matching characters on the latter
(green), we obtain the following pattern:

Shen xian zhuan (ap. Tai ping guang ji)

m|. ?Lf0':

o
tü= Miaul, mmm.
äfcfcüt, 41^7% Ät§i¥o StBWtio #Â&ffî

The match cannot be an exact one as both the Yi wen lei ju quotation and the
Shen xian zhuan text - which itself is only extant in fragmentary form - are

abridged, though in different ways. However, to some extent, both can be

considered complementary and can thus be used to undertake a tentative
reconstruction of the pre-Guo Xiang version of this paragraph.

Taking into account all further relevant quotations in various sources (which
due to space limitations cannot be presented here but will be discussed in the

critical edition of the Zhuang zi currently under preparation by this author), the

following reconstruction can be suggested (the emended phrases marked
yellow):
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Zhuang zi textus receptus 14/39.60 (partial)| [Tentative reconstruction of the pericope (partial)

[•] • =h*K • m?

H SI • • ffcïïnfi^ > m

ut.

[•••] • HB• C ïîD

<ft6ffi> 55ras : AHM
i&??LH0: 56

• <Ä
gl« • ummi

H A*H& ' MiPHtiL ° AHfflSMÛ
m sflifiK • • ïïbîéa » A«-H
«r ' • B«5
t; > JfcUftfttt • J6Uft2 • AWH^l MftÜM
Ml • MJftjlt • iü»m • • > 57§ <H
mmm ° > 58AA^ah («?•»>59
Ü<¥> • H ' ^MßK« • 8fcr?nJ&$ • m-

(sfc) (H] P?5rfnHtÊ
(Df) (DÉ] -

Translation of the reconstructed pericope:

[...] When Confucius returned from his visit with Lao Dan, he did not speak for three

days. His disciple said, "Master, you've seen Lao Dan, what estimation would you make

of him?" Confucius said, "When 1 and you stayed in Lu, [I] saw that when someone was

thinking like a bird in flight, and I, having necessarily to shoot with an arrow,
refurbished my thinking into a bow and shot at him, never have I failed to hit and retrieve
him. When I saw that someone was thinking like a deer, I refurbished my thinking into a

running dog and pursued him, and never have I failed to catch him. When I saw that

someone was thinking like a fish in the deep, I refurbished my thinking into a hook and
line and cast for him, and never I have failed to hook him and reel him in. But when it
came to a dragon, riding clouds and vapour, roaming about in the Grand Purity empyrean,

I was unable to pursue him. Today I saw Laozi, and how a dragon he is! A dragon
that coils to show his body at its best, that sprawls out to display his patterns at their
best, riding on the breath of the clouds, feeding on the yin and yang. My mouth fell open
and I couldn't close it; my tongue flew up and I couldn't even stammer. My spirits were
thrown into confusion and did not know where to lodge. How could I possibly make any
estimation of Lao Dan!"

55 Emendation according to Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping guang ji 1: 3.

56 Emendation according to explicit Zhuang zi quotation in Tai ping yu lan 617.2773a.

57 Emendation according to Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping guang ji 1: 3.

58 Emendation according to Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping guang ji 1: 3.

59 Emendation according to Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping guang ji 1: 3.

60 Emendation according to Shen xian zhuan in Tai ping guang ji 1: 3.
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Quite obviously Ge Hong relied on a pre-Guo Xiang version of the Zhuang zi,
which still contained this passage that Guo Xiang discarded, and quoted it
implicitly. The explicit quotation in the Yi wen lei ju confirms this. After collating
all available quotations of this passage together with the remnant part in the
received Zhuang zi it was possible to suggest this tentative reconstruction of the

pre-Guo Xiang version.
We now have to come back to the initial passage (1) of the Confucius-Laozi

episodes in the Shen xian zhuan which we had deferred so far. As it comes at the

beginning of a series of seven passages that are, as we have seen, all taken from
the Zhuang zi it may also be copied from the pre-Guo Xiang Zhuang zi. So far,
however, no explicit Zhuang zi quotation is known that would substantiate this

presumption.
On the other hand, Ge Hong indeed took at least part of this passage from an

unquoted source the important element of which he also implicitly quoted in his

Bao pu zi nei pian (7: 139). The same implicit source is also used in Sima Qian's
Shi ji whose Laozi Life contains the following sentences:

Shi ji (63: 2140)

wt#. ÄAssiî?. sm?
s. ata

mb.
William H. Nienhauser, Jr. et al's translation reads:

Confucius went to Zhou, intending to ask Laozi about the rites. Laozi said: "Those of
whom you speak have all already rotted away, both the men and their bones. Only
their words are here. Moreover, when a gentleman obtains his season, he will harness

his horses. When he does not obtain it, he will move on like tumbleweed rolling in the

wind. I have heard that 'an able merchant has the deepest storerooms, but they look

empty; a gentleman has the fullest virtue, but he appears foolish.' Cast off your
arrogant airs and many desires, sir, your contrived posturing and your overweening
ambition. All of these are of no benefit to your person. What I have to tell you is this,
and nothing more."
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|Synopsis of Shi ji 63: 2140, Shen xian zhuan, Bao pu zi nei pian 7: 139

SJ ?lrf jft*. m
SXZ SU <#> ft
BPZ

SJ

sxz MftpJ"»».
BPZ

: Mxmw
iä M:

SJ a*5&, »Ä^M. %mz,
sxz
BPZ

ftli«
ftM«

SJ gm £JB.
sxz g$£. ST1®« &tf.
BPZ g££. ST1®« fl,

iT^üÄlü^, ffifeÄ ££, ftg
^t^uhm**« mz,. m Mm

mm »&, M Mm
SJ

sxz Site..
BPZ I ZM. mmw&ï. sus.

ZM°

The synopsis of the Shi ji account and the Shen xian zhuan as well as the Bao pu
zi passage follows (identical characters are marked green):
The Bao pu zi version retains both phrases (marked blue in the synopsis) "fÜfcR1"
(the contrived posturing and) as well as "IZQ" (the person of) which are missing
in the Shen xian zhuan, thus enhancing the plausability that Ge Hong has indeed
used the Shi ji as his source.

As the Shi ji elsewhere implicitly quotes the Zhuang zi,61 it remains a

possibility that Sima Qian also copied this passage from a (Han times version

of) Zhuang zi. If this is correct, the initial passage (1), too, was once part and

parcel of the Zhuang zi as were the subsequent passages (2) to (8).

9 Master Ruo's Life

Among the more than hundred Zhuang zi quotations to be found in the Tai ping

yu lan a few cannot be located within the received text - they are to be

taken as "survivals" of the pre-Guo Xiang version, unless proven otherwise. One

example is the following62:

offTixs -^sm

61 Bumbacher 2016: 612.

62 Taiping yulan 369: 3b; Wang 1994, 3: 1405.
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[.Zhuang zi] also says: "Lu Ao met Master Ruo. [His] eyes were deep set and [his] shoulders

[were hunched like those of a] kite."

However, these phrases can indeed be localized within known works. In fact,

they are to be found, again, in Ge Hong's Shen xian zhuan. Here they are part of
the life of Master Ruo ^r b. Mapping these phrases on the Shen xian zhuan vita of
Ruo shi (Yun ji qi qian 109: lb-2b) gives us the following result (the matching
characters being marked blue):

g±#, ÄifdiAÄ. IAH#, ummmWM, to, A¥£
M, Ä&Afk. MMWfcm. *±W«T. JR

biäwt. mmuz. «$7521
zmB «ei**. vim, ®mnm, mmm. mit
m***, : m. :r.
ffiMjfc. itmft¥BE, W«WJM, tt¥T-%ZM, $!$&&.

«irswpizjte. ^rmm, &±ÜA, mm
mm, Äfr-swfsram. ***»£»&. n
ism « wniT«. ±, *nrewuft. imm#, m

Ait. mmnz, *jD5±. «a : mnmzmm
MgetÄüs.

In Campany's translation it reads as follows (the relevant words are marked

blue):

Master Ruo was an immortal of ancient [times]. Nobody knows his names[ Lu Ao, a native
of Yan, during Qin times traveled to Beihai, passed through Grand Yin, entered the Mystic
Portal, and arriving at Mount Menggu he saw Master Ru§. As a person, [Master Ruo's] eyes

were deep-set, his nose was dark, his shoulders were [hunched?] like those of a kite, and
his neck was long, thick at the top and narrow at the bottom. With delight, [the Master]

was just starting to greet the wind with a dance when he caught sight of Lu Ao. He fled to a

place at the foot of the mountain. When Lu caught sight of him again, Ruo was curling up
into a turtle shell and eating clams and crabs. Lu then said to him: "I am Lu Ao. I have

turned my back on the common herd and separated myself from the ordinary run of men. I

have personally seen things beyond the limits of space. From my youth 1 have been fond of
traveling [in search of] long life and have never swerved. I have travelled out the four
bournes, but only here at this remote place have I found my true master. Will you befriend
me?" Master Ruo smiled slightly and replied: "My! A man like you from the central

provinces by rights ought not have ended up here. [Your boasting] is like trying to outshine
the sun and moon combined with the array of stars; how can the places you have been

compare with the ones I have seen? I once roamed southward to the wilds of Wangliang; in
the north, I rested in the territory of Chenbei; in the west, I penetrated the chamber of
darkness; in the east, I passed through the light of Swan Cave. Below these places there is
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no Earth, above them no Heaven. Looking, one sees nothing; listening, one hears nothing;
and beyond them, there is only a stream of vastness. To go there one must traverse a

thousand myriad li in one step. I have not yet even begun to figure it out. And yet on

arriving here in your travels you at once speak of what you have 'personally seen'! Isn't it
petty? But stay here, by all means. As for me, I have an appointment to meet Gan Man atop
the nine heavens, so I can't stay any longer!" With that, Ruo raised his arms, levitated, and
entered into the clouds. Lu Ao gazed up after him but could not see him, so he quit trying.
Dazed, like someone just bereaved, he said: "Compared to the Master, I am like a vile
worm next to a yellow swan. I have travelled all my life and not moved of an inch, yet I

have deemed it far. Isn't it sad?"63

Unless evidence for the contrary will be found, the ascription of the quotation to

the Zhuang zi in the Tai ping yu lan has to be accepted. This means that in all
likelihood Ge Hong's Ruo shi vita must have been taken from the version of the

Zhuang zi available to him. It is interesting to note that already Robert F.

Campany, although intuitively, came to the conclusion: "The story has the flavor
of a Zhuang zi tale and may be a passage lost from that text."64 However,

Campany has rightly hinted at the fact that this Life already occurred in the

Huai nan zi and in Wang Chong's ZEjfë (27-c. 100) Lun heng fÉHï (Discourses

Weighed in the Balance).65 In order to assess the relationship between the three,

it may be useful to collate all three versions in a synopsis (verbatim identical
characters are marked green).

63 Campany 2002: 330-331, modified.
64 Campany 2002: 332 n. 156.

65 Campany 2002: 331.
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Synopsis Shen xian zhuan, Huai nan zi (in comm. San guo zhi), Lun henß|

HNZ
LH
sxz ZZiAiAm. ÜA| m

HNZ
LH AA2IM,
sxz Afi£ü,
HNZ
LH
SXZ Äj

1*HR2!±.
mmmz t,
SSHMfcfclilj. M

u-m,
R- -±s,
Ä«±». ÄäAtÜ.

mwm,
MA»,

(SSSM

eee^ffisïï

3T3ÈKÏÏ

in, mm««.
te. Mjuuk.
Ks. «mit».

®«SA«ïf,
£Ê**A£ff.

a®*
wm
ffiiâf

«»m*«». ml*ft É»W
iltSiÄ. mtLTj
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Note that the first sentences (put into boxes) may be from Ge Hong's editorial

hand, inserted to let the story fit into the genre of the Shen xian zhuan, as was already
the case in Guangchengzi's Life (see above). Apart from this, it is immediately
evident that, fort the most part, all three versions are virtually identical (marked

green) - once more, the discussion of variant characters will be provided elsewhere.

If the Tai pingyu Ian's attribution of the quotation to the Zhuangzi is correct - and so

far no evidence for the contrary is found - then this example again confirms that Ge

Hong must have relied on a pre-Guo Xiang version of the Zhuangzi which, due to the

implicit quotations of the Huai nan zi and the Lun heng, can be traced to the Former

Han dynasty. Or, to put it the other way, we have here just another part of the Zhuang
zi which for some reason has been discarded by Guo Xiang.

10 Conclusion

As the text examples presented in this article should have made evident, Ge

Hong without any doubt has had a version of the Zhuang zi at his disposal that

was not affected by Guo Xiang's editorial activity. Most likely this was a version

standing in the Liu Xiang tradition. Accordingly, it still contained pericopes, part
of pericopes, phrases, and characters that were either deliberately cut out by
Guo Xiang or, if they were retained by Guo Xiang, were lost during the subsequent

transmission of the text. The systematic investigation of Ge Hong's works
thus revealed a Guangchengzi pericope and a Ruo shi pericope as well as lost

parts of the pericopes dealing with Confucius' meetings with Laozi as remnants
of a pre-Guo Xiang version of the Zhuang zi.

Another conclusion that can be drawn from the presented evidence is that
those parts whose received Zhuang zi versions agree verbatim with the Shen xian
zhuan can be taken as unchanged by Guo Xiang and thus most probably
representing the Han state of the text, too.

Ge Hong's own editorial interference with his source seems to have been

mostly restricted to adding initial phrases to some pericopes he included in his
Shen xian zhuan to make them compatible with the form of the zhuan or Life

genre and to occasionally inserting additional phrases to make the point more

explicit. On the orther hand, we have also seen that the Shen xian zhuan as a

source of quotations from other works has to be handled with care due to its

own problematic transmission.

Finally, the suggested strategy of systematically examining texts composed

during the Later Han and subsequent dynasties as possible sources of lost
Zhuang zi parts has thus been validated in the case of Ge Hong's works.
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